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Legislative Delegation
Dean Stevens Announces
Maine Triumphs in
Welcomed by Students Summer School Program
New Hampshire Game
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Education Committee
Visits the University

Summer
Session
Good Opportunity Basketball Team Wins Hardfought
Committee Receives an Ovation
For Advancement of Teachers
Contest by a Score of 35-24.
Doctor Little Leads Chapel
And Graduate Students
Memorial Drive Outlined
Higgins Defeats Bucksport
—u--— m—
'1'ht• catalogue of the summer session
Varsity basketball made its last ap\i„u(lay noon the entire student body of the
University has recently appeared pearance, and a successful one at that,
:sled chapel. to welcome the members announcing the program and the curricu- at
the gymnasium Saturday night when
the Committee on Education of the la offered. The summer session will be Ciiach
Flack's pupils won from New
of
The
inadequacy
Legislature.
st .te
under the direction of Dean James S. Hampshire State 35-24. A New Hamp1. hapel was plainly shown by the fact Stevens and will commence June 25, and •hire game always attracts a large crowd
the doors were crowded and many end August 3.
•
and this game was no exception. Half
tents could not even gain entrance.
Appropriation Asked for Based on
session is primarily an an 11,air bel,we the preliminary- gamic
I /tictor Little presided, and opened the institution for the benefit and advance- beween I:ucksport and Higgins started
Conservative Estimates of
•Itt , ting by a short talk on the signiti- ment of teachers, and the regular stu- every seat was tilled. The band was
Educational Experts
itse of the coming campaign for the dents who are low in their grades. It present iiir the occasiion and played be---m—
tiiding which is to be a permanent serves as one of the main connecting tween the periods giving every appearni Monday, Marcn 5. the Committee
memorial to the forty-one Maine men links between the State University and ance of a big football
V
on Education of the Maine legislature
game.
tk hi) died in the service.
the other school systems of the state.
Higgins had very little difficulty in the Much Good Material Is Unearthed visited the Campus and with President
The gap between you and them is
It is a means of enabling the teacher preliminary game winning by 30-15 from In First Day of Practice Under
Little and Colonel C. H. Strickland,
-la' of eternity, and yet is a very mar- who seeks advancement in his or her Bucksport. The game for the first
Coach Wilkie Clark
chairman of the Board of Trustees of
- ,m one." he went on to say. "Not so profession to meet this wish. This situ- Peril al %Va.
the University. made a thorough inspecbut the
' CIA ,sely contested
:tttg ago they were students here like ation has been well expressed by Hon. heavier lads from Higgins soon piled up
Thin the prospects for a championship tion of buildings and equipment with a
4)u, enjoying the same privileges that
A. 0. Thomas, State Superintendent of a lead in the second peri(KI and held it baseball team at the University of Maine view to obtaining a first hand and tdefiyou are enjoying. They sacrificed all Public Schools when he said: "In order thruout the remainder of the game.
is bright was shown on Monday after- nite idea of the needs of the University.
this in making the greatest sacrifice of to keep abreast of the times and the
The varsity game was fast and hard noon when the first call for battery Thum. needs are only too apparent to
all—giving up their lives for every one rapid advance in material and method, a fought, both teams presenting well candidates was responded to by a large students, faculty and trustees, but to
tti you.
teacher must spend one summer .in three drilled outfits. Maine early in the game number of players. At present only those who do not come intimately in
"Do your bit! But do not lose sight in a school which has for its purpose obtained a lead and New Hampshire battery men are working up in the cage contact with the University they consti4 the ideals in back of your gift."
teaching of advanced professional ideals. lacked the punch to overcome it. At the but as soon as the snow goes away all tute very often a rather uncertain quan14. Little then introduced "Pep" I am striving as rapidly as possible to end of the first half Maine led by points. the men trying for the team will report tity. These needs arise from a number
Towner. the Alumni Secretary, remark- secure a college graduate with speciali- New Hampshire in the last few moments to Coach Clark on the diamond.
.
of different causes the most important
Coach Clark is very fortunate in hav- of which may be considered the fact that
ing on his infallible good disposition and zation in education for every high-school of the period cutting down Maine's
ing two of the best battery men of the the increase in registration has been out
optimism which will conquer all ob- teaching position in the State. Secondary lead.
state with Captain Prescott behind the of all pramortion to the housing and in
•tacles in the coming campaign.
School Certificates will be renewed upon
(Continued on Page Six)
bat and Jowett delivering the stripes. structional facilities and the fact that the
"Pep" laid great stress on the constant evidence of attendance at the University,
Men reporting this week are Savage. State has failed to appreciate the value
loyalty our alumni have shown in their either in regular or in summer terms."
and Monroe, all having the bene- of its University to the extent of proCohen
willingness to back this drive. On April
The groups who would be especially
fit of last year's work out under Coach viding an amount sufficient to maintain
2, 300 graduates are to start their can- benefitted by attendance at the Summer
Clark as etchers.
vassing among other friends and sup- Session are Superintendents. Secondary
the standards of former years, to say
The candidates for pitchers are Jowett. nothing of improving them. It has been
porters of the college. More than that. School Teachers, Normal School GraduRepscha and Kelleher, all hav- the aim of President Little and the board
the students of the university are to be
(Continued on Page Six)
saturday proved tt , lut an ideal (lay for ing one or more years' experience at the of
given a chance to participate in this
trustees to get the real facts of the
Id
the track events of the intramural meet
great movement. $100,000 is the goal set
situation before the Legislature in such
(Continued
on
Page
Six)
which was held on the outdoor board
for the drive on the campus. and the
a manner that it cannot have any doubts
The day was warm and springtrack.
heads of the ccmmittee in charge are
as to the University's needs, and it was
like with the promise of rain in the air
,tontident of success. Pledges are to be
for this purpose that President Little
but the weather man was good and only
tiade on a five-year basis.
and Col/inel Strickland appeared before
—
a slight drizzle was evident from time
To show the calibre of our alumni,
the legislative committee on education
the
Maine
Senate
of
The
University
of
to time. President Little was referee of
on Tuesday. Feb. 27th, at Augusta. Dr.
speaker told the story of Billy Dole,
im- the meet with Coach Flack. Coach Murfavorite illustration on this trip Men's Student Government held an
The local fraternity of Zeta Pi was Little there outlined in a very definite
Thursportant
session
in
Coburn
Hall,
phy, Capt. Norris. Prof. Grover, Prof.
through the West. Billy Dole entered
formally
installed as the Nu Epsilon and concise manner the situation at the
Lyons and Prof. Halverson as officials.
in the class of 1875. He was rather a day afternoon, March 1.
chapter
of
Phi Mu Delta last Saturday University, the principal points of which
Concerning the matter of student relaPhi Eta Kappa won the meet with
queer-looking individual, and soon beevening,
March
3, by an installation team were as follows:
con- the Dormitory Council second and Phi
came the laughing-stock of his fellow- tions and undergraduate activities in
The appropriation asked is based on
of
fourteen
men
from the Nu Beta
Memorial Fund, it was Gamma Delta third. The Charles Rice
students. They tried in every way to nection with the
the minimum estimates made by Cutter
Chapter
at
New
Hampshire
State
Colof the
run him out of college, and at last suc- voted that the student government take Cup remains in the possession
and Eldredge of Bangor, the Johnsanother lege.
for
pledges
fraternity
student
business
of
the
over
the
Kappa
Eta
Phi
ceeded by throwing his trunk down a
Manville Co. and Professor Charles B.
Following
the
installation
ceremony.
project.
year and they also gain permanent posBreed of the Mass. Institute of Techwell. Billy returned to his home in for the Memorial
the
forty-five
men
attended
the
installaThe athletic committee brought up session of a cup awarded for the winner
nology and other business and educaBangor, and in late years became a janition
banquet
at
the
Penobscot
Exchange.
of the meet.
tor. By many, his life was considered three bills as follows:
After the banquet, the following toasts tional experts . The amount asked for
only
male
students
Resolved,
that
I.
The most of the events were closely
a failure. Yet Billy always remained true
were
responded to, at the call of Toast- repairs is $147,900, to be spent in merely
student elections.
contested and sonic good races were witto his Alma Mater. He attended every vote in male
master
Ersley 1.. Goldsmith: "Welcome keeping buildings together and in a habiII. Resolved that an increase in tui- nessed. There were the usual spills, the
Alumni meeting and was prompt about
Nu
to
Epsilon," Roy S. Pulsifer. Nu table condition. This is the first and
made beginning September, 1923, slides into the snow, the performances
paying his dues. A short while ago he tion be
Beta "Response," Howard E. Wilson, absidutely necessary step toward placing
athletics.
of the three-legged men and the general
died, faithful to the end to the college for the support of freshman
Nu Epsilon; "Fraternity," John S. An- the institution on a firm basis. For a
III. Resolved that the "M" in any pileups in the bag races. The meet was
from which he had been driven away.
drews,
Nu Epsilon; "History of Zeta number of years the housing and teachof its forms be awarded only by the ath- another demonstration of just how much
ing facilities have been far inadequate
Secretary Towner's closing story was
mean to the Pi," C. Roger Lappin, Nu Epsilon; and
.tie told him by John Oak of Bangor. letic board of the University of Maine. a new gymnasium would
this gives rise to the necessity for
"Tragedies
of
Fraternal
Life,"
Merrill
university and how much better competithe construction of buildings to furnish
On the afternoon of the last Bowdoin(Continued on Page Six)
W.
Sweetser,
Nu
Epsilon;
"Future
of
tion would be given due to a cinder
Maine game, three women—one a supPhi Mu Delta." Robert A. Wilson, Nu sufficient classessim space. This applies
The mile run was a procession
track.
porter of Bowdoin, and the other two
Beta. After the speaking, college songs particularly to the dairy division of the
from the beginning practically all the
department of Agriculture. the College
staunch Maine women—spending the af(('ontinued ou Page Six)
runners being from one house, the men
of
Arts and Ss iences and the Department
the
discussing
ternoon together, were
jogged thru their fourteen laps. "Bill"
of Economics.
merits of both teams. When the news
Murray in the hurdles furnished amuse
A considerable sum is necesssry for
came that Maine had won the game by
by his finishing in the snowbanks
ment
the. repair of the heating plant which is
the remarkable score of 7-6. the BowThere i• .1 mistaken opinion that the
The officials got tangled up in the numabmdtitely vital to the continuance of
woman exclaimed. "Of course they Lyceum Courses are completed for this
ber of laps in the quarter mile and drew
anwishes
to
work at the University. Such items repnught to win—those great beef-eating year and the M. C. A.
the tape one lap too soon but the runthat
fact
Campus,
the
resent
only the barest needs for the propthru
the
nounce,
creatures!"
This week-end March 8th, 9th and er continuance
ners didn't seem to be sorry that such
of work.
"Pep" strongly advised in closing that the best course of the series will be givwas the case. The freshman relays were 10th, will be a busy one, as the annual
A comparim In was made of the
all he put on a beef diet, so that we en March 16 at eight o'clock.
exciting and most of the teams seemed interscholastic basketball tournament amounts spent by several states on
edu'lit be better able to put our shoulders
Miss Mary Potter and the Boston
to be evenly matched. Fraser and Doerr will take place. No pains have been cation and the amount spent by
the State
Symphonic Quintette will entertain with
the wheel in this great campaign.
Bryant
by
Graduate
Manager
spared
(Continued on Page Six)
hi Maine and it was found that Maine
\t the close of the Stein Song, the music that is not often heard in this
to make this third tournament bigger stood at
daughter
true
the very bottom of the list.
is
a
Potter
mbers of the delegation from the leg- state. Miss
and better than the other two.
These states were all smaller in populalure were introduced in turn, and of the South, coming from Richmond,
The various teams will be entertained tion and had
less net revenue than the
re each accorded a hi-arty ovation by Virginia. She is one of the youngest
at the different fraternity houses on the State of Maine.
personal
possesses
great
The per capita cost for
today.
singers of
student body.
campus.
The university authorities support of state
colleges in these states
charm and with her national repute as
have not announced as yet the definite were as follows:
\1
Wyoming $1.34, Idaho
a contralto singer her lymrers are inselection of teams but by the time the
icicle
of
the
the
talc
unusual
is
Rather
entertain$1.06, N. Dakota $0.95, Utah $0.78, Monmusical
sured of a splendid
Campus comes from the press the comtana $0.66, N. H. $0.61, N. Mexico $0,54,
ment. With the Boston Symphonic that tore its way through the roof of the
plete number of teams and arrangements Vermont $0.48,
which
icicle
This
huge
Inn.
University
South Dakota $0.44.
Quintette as a background for this maginches will be announced.
Maine $0.29.
nificient voice, a music number will be was about 19 feet in length and 20
These tournaments have become not
The budgets asked are for 1923-24.
presented far surpassing anything of- in diameter, had been hanging for some- only of
local interest to the student body
house
caves
of
main
the
the
from
time
682.735.72 and for 1924-25, $705276.83
The University of Maine Rifle Team feted by other Lyceum bureaus.
the but to a majority of the people of east- and represent only the' cost of
absolute
The program will be of the highest of the University Inn directly over
n from the New Hampshire State
ern Maine. Last year at practically
kitchen.
Mr. Sulzen one-story ell which forms the
c-sentials in the way of construction, refle Team in a match fired February 24, standard and refinement as
night every game there was a good attendance pair and maintenance. If less than
the
chooses his numbers from classical, About nine o'clock last Monday
thirteen points. The Maine team was
thru and this year promise's to eclipse the above amount is appropriated it will
crashed
and
broke
away
icicle
the
with
works
semi-classical, and popular
,it the disadvantage of being forced to
roof of the kitchen. narrowly miss- previous attendance of the last two mean that the situation will have to be
a view to giving pleasure to all. The the
years. The student body is looking formet by the trustees and University
time men instead of the usual ten Quintette will play music familiar to the ing the chef who was sitting near the
ward keenly to these games and will be
the
hardthrough
stove,
down
then
a
Manwith
authorities by cutting down the student
n. The New Hampshire State
average audience and they play
present in large numbers to support their
body to the point where only a certain
' r wrote that the match was "very real desire to lead and interest an audi- wood ffisn. into the cellar below. Fortufavorite teams. Bangor sporting fans
time
at
a
occurred
accident
the
nately
confuse.
State
dazzle
or
Hampshire
to
number can be adequately educated with
than
rather
New
'd)'," but the
ence
kitchen was practically unoc- will probably he present to support Ban- proper equipment and facilities. It will
In would defeat Maine the next week.
The M. C. A. makes a special appeal to when the
injury might gor High as she has an even chance at
•aning probably the basketball game. the students and faculty to support this cupied as otherwise serious
(Continued on Page Six)
winning honors in the tournament.
have resulted.
fine course by being present.
(Continued on Page Five)
NI

Thorough Inspection Made of University Conditions

The ,ummer

Battery Candidates
Report for Practice

Phi Eta Kappa Wins
Intramural Track Meet

Resolutions Passed by
Student Council Senate

lies

No. IQ

Zeta Pi Society Joins
Phi Mu Delta Fraternity

Fine Program Assured
For Next Lyceum Number

Baskethall Tournament
Coming March 8, 9, 10

Giant Icicle Plunges
Through Roof of Inn

Rifle Team Defeats
New Hampshire State

l'HE

1)c Mame Q.,amputi
the college
l'iabed Wednesdays during University
of
tb, students of th•
Maine.
Brood M Fatten
Editor
Managing Editors
Jacob M. Horne
bet,ior Editor
Edward (' Cutting
Junwr Editor
Department Editors
Hazen H. Ayer '96
Sews Editor
.Edwin Kneeland '23
ttbletle Editor__........
Alexander .23
Donald
Alumni Edit .r
Elizabeth Hunt '24
Spfelais Editor
Ralph Il Burns '24
Fxrhang« Editor
Kingsbury '23
society Editor__.....Elizabeth
Mahoney '25
Kathleen
Chapel Editor
tirifEn 24
Ouy
510.1tary Editor
%ear t ,y

mg I. ti.e on its laurels
rhaps this is not entirely true; perhap,
the band is not deteriorating. But when
the call seas issued tor band members
to perform oil Monday of this week, the
response was nit w hat it should have
been. When the University was entertaming as guests, the Committee on Education of the State Legislature, the band
did not present as good a performance
as might have been expected.
We do not intend to create the impress:on among our readers that the
University of Maine no longer has a
good band, for it has. But we do wish
to call attention to the fact that the work
some of the most conscientious band
members will fall into discredit unless
all the members of this organization
show a willingness to turn out on all
occasions and place the efficiency of the
band at the maximum point.
wry I)

It ,N

MAINE

CAMPUS

Maine Freshmen Lose
Few Students Attend
Banquet and Dance Held
n ay Night Rally
By Chi Umega sorority
o Westbrook Seminary

- —
M
—
— Si —
The first ran)
banquet of Xi
b.isketball season
Westbrook '.•_•Lininary defeated :
seas held last Friday evening in Alumni I teta 4,'hauler of Chi Omega was held at Unit ersity of Maine freshmen 34_
Hall. with a v try poor showing of stet- the Bangor Ht.use. Friday. March 2. A Wednesday evening. February 2b
dents.
menu was served.
Alumni Hall. The game was clean s.
'lime rally opened by a selection from
Ionic Irving acted as toastmistress and fast. The freshmen put up a game ti
the liand, folltwving which "Chublite- clever speeches were enjoyed through but appeared to be outclassed.
In
Thomas tried to impress upon those the evening.
first period. the '26 team more than I,
present that they were ma properly
The tables were attractively decorated their own but for the remainder of t..
backing up the Maine teams. He told with white carnations and cardinal game the Westbrook boys
played 4.
of the rally- at Durham before the Maine- candles. As a favor, each member re- around them.
New Hampshire State game there. They ceived a set of sweater pins, bearing the
Clune at forward and Leary at ce
Reporters
even
'postponed a dance in order to hold fraternity seal.
Harold
•Z,
Norwood
ter showed some high class basket},
stanley Hyde 'Z. Hope
'24, Graci A matrons
it, and everyone turned out. He 'aid
During the evening. telegrams were tor the Seminary team. Leary' put rig.
Pressey '25 John StevensRuth
Dewy 'Z. Henry
25 Ge.iyory Baker '24
that
were
going
rallies
to
be
Charles
oftener
held
front absent members. The floor goals thru the ring and May, a:
'25,
received
Donald Hastings
Boynton .!4. Mansfield
Packard '25, Wesley
Johnson '25.
from
now
on
and
that
should
everyone
Mu Alpha at New Hamp- ternating at right ,forward and It from
delegate
Mary
Patterson '24, Theodore Ilkoilleld '24,
be present.
shire State was Miss Anne Craig; those guard, shot fouls for Westbrook 4.
Friend 'I4. Mary Loomis '25, Bernice Puling
ton '25.
The first speaker was President Little. from Beta Chapter at Colby wtre: played a good game.
who
was just bubbling over with enthu- Misses Eleanor Houres, Mary Ford and
Department
Bus.ness
Simon starred for the Frosh team,
siasm. He said that in a school of this Carolyn Hodgdon; the Beta alumnae showing his usual game
Ray H. Carter '24
Business Manager
of high clas'24
BIUT
Wilfred
Contributions
Louvain
Manager
Circulation
size there was no reason why there were Mrs. Herman Sweetser, Rosalind basketball. Curran, Acheson
Asst. Circulation Manager—Prank Hussey '25
and BarDr.
week,
last
address
In a chapel
should not be men putting the shot over Jewett, Inez Bowler, Sybil and June row all played well.
Assistant Business Manager"
Little urged all students to be prepared thirty-eight feet; men doing the half- Williams; Xi Beta alumnae were: MuriDonald Trouant '26
The summary:
to contribute some time this week to the mile in two minutes, and the mile in el Goodrich '22 and Margaret Wolf '24.
----NVESTBROOK SEM,
U. OF M.
Subscriptions. $1.00 Per year
fund that is being raised for the restora- four thirty-five. He said that he wanted
Saturday an informal dance was held
Single Copies, Five Cents
Clune
If
3
Louvain
library
rb Curran !
at
famous
the
Us
of
tion
to
win the state meet this year and in Brown's Hall, Old Town.
I.ntereil as second class matter at the post
rb 01University in Belgium. This is certainly requested every freshman, sophomt
.lee. Orono, Maine.
The hall was prettily decorated in the
responsible for the a worthy cause and the one who gives junior and senior to report
May rf I (4)
lb
The editor in chief ispaper
Simon
4 k
in
the
gym
straw.
cardinal
and
colors
of
fraternity
edithe
for
and
utter& policy of the
editor for the may feel that he is a i•ontritaitor to the after the interfraternity races on Satur- Festoons of the alternating colors were I White rf
torial columns; th• managing
news eOlUIODS and the makeup of the pater;
c Thompson
day, so that they could find some new hung across the hall and at one end
and the business manager for the builness world's culture.
Leary c 8
c Acheson
and finances.
material.
front
Greek
of
a
letters
light,
were
in
the
Communications should be at the postodIce
Nash lb
rf Donovan
Dictor
In
Little
said
to
that
there
noon
Saturday
were
the
hanging
fraternity
below.
with
seal
before
Hall
Alumni
at
sure publication.
rf Shur
rumors around that lie and the Athletic
Among the order of dances was a May lb I
Printed by the University Press, Orono, Me
If Barrow's 2 (1)
Board were not pulling together. He unique novelty in which the girls re- Murphy rb 1
wanted to call the attention of everyone csived 'carob bonquets' and the boys
Time: Four ten minute periods. RefA Citizenship Creed
St
to th fact that that was not so. He said chose 'tiny pipes" with numbers attached :me, Flack.
For the third consecutive year, Sigma the rumor probably arose when he said corresponding to those of the bouquets.
By a contribution to the Dearborn
Independent by John Garland Pollard of Nu fraternity won the intramural cham- that there were not many home games .1 Paul Jones was also enjoyed.
the faculty of the College of William pionship of the University of Maine by in basketball. This was due, however,
Twenty-eight couples danced to the
and Mary. of Virginia. our attention is defeating Phi Gamma Delta in the sec- to the fact that the games were on two excellent music furnished by "Al" Johncalled to the "William and Mary Citi- ond game of the championship series year contracts. He said that he was MM.:. orchestra.
zenship Creed." Students in the classes Tuesday night. 21 to 18. The first game behind the Athletic Board and that it
Refreshments of ice cream and fancy
of ‘'irginia Government and Citizenship of the championship series was won by was behind him.
cakes were served at intermission.
The senior Class held an importah:
The next speaker was Louis Horsman
have formulated a citizenship creed Sigma Nu Monday night. 24 to 20.
The chaperom•s for the evening were meeting at 30
Coburn at chapel hour.
The final game was one of the hardest of the basketball team. He prophesiea Mr. and Mrs. Sweetser, Miss Bowler,
which is a sum total of their concepFriday,
March
3.
Ralph Thomas, chairthe
tions of their duties as citizens to
fought contests ever staged in an in- that it was going to be a hard game Sat- Mrs F-taUrook
man of the Commencement Ball comThe
live.
they
fighting
which
teams
governments under
tramural series. both
urday night and that it would be a hard
mittee, discussed the plans for the comcreed is a worthy one. inculcating all every minute. Eben King. "Mike" Dris- fight. He told how the old fighting
ing
event. He stated that the Ball.this
ideas of loyal patriotism as citizens, and coll and Louis Reed, playing their third spirit at Durham won the game up there.
year
would be conducted on a firm financonin
thoughts
contributing valuable
season with the victorious team, were together with the whole hearted support
cial basis; and would not incur a deficit
nection with the attainment of perfec- outstanding stars of the game, and Bob of the students themselves.
in the treasury .
— 41—
"Chubbie" Thomas then announced
Durell played a fine game at left fortion in statesmanship.
Clyde McKeeman, chairman of the
college
Little
spoke
to
the
R.
0,
T.
of
C.
part
Such activity on the
ward. "Raymie" Lunge was the effi- that another Athletic Bulletin Board
Cane Committee, announced that the
students is an example of what college cient right forward. For Phi Gamma would be put up in .Vutnni soon, in or- unit .sustturday in Chapel. Summers durSenior canes would arrive shortly after
training .h odd mean to all. After all, Delta, Everett at right forward, Cutts der to do away with
many posters on ing the war. Doctor Little voluntarily
the
Easter recess. The Seniors will bethe
attended
to
the
preparatory
camp
at
Plattsburg,
and
at
(allege life is merely
at left forward and Curtis at left guard. the Campus. Ile requested everyone to
gin to carry their canes earlier this year.
make. it a pi uhf to look at it each day to the time of the armistice held the rank
real business of life which must follow. starred.
The treasurer reported that all the
oil majiir.
Whoever classroom problems may be
Throughout the game, the play was know what is Kt ling on.
class
bills, except the Prism bill, had
conHe
a
said
priiblems
that
of
every
it
is
in
the
duty
"Ike" Presci qt. Captain of baseball,
nip and tuck, with first one team leading
applied to real world
crete way the opporttin it y should be im- and then the other. Several penalties spoke next. Ile said that the prospect citizen to he prepared to serve his coun- been paid.
proved in siane such manner. The ideal on Sigma Nu were imposed for rough looked fairly bright with Jowett as main- try in time of war, and that it is up to
cii!lego men are the thinkers of their play during the play. Phi Gam gaining stay, together with Repscha, southpaw, the college men, who are regarded as
generation.
eight points in all from fouls. At the for pitchers; I.unge on first; Foster and officer material, to develop this ability
end of the first half. Sigma Nu was King, for the outfield; and Monroe and and furnish the officers in time of war.
All universities and colleges in the same
leading.
8 to 7, but the leadership was Cohen for catchers.
Teams
Carnival
for
Letters
class
as the University of Maine receive
Battery
next
practice will start Monday and
maintained throughout the
Within the past week there has been not
An informal house party was held at
in doubt everybody with any ability at all is urged a certain appropriation from the Govwas
outcome
the
and
quarter,
a certain amount of agitation with reernment and in return endeavor to de- the Sigma Chi House, Saturday evening,
to
report
in
the
cage.
"Do
whistle.
and
final
your
to
the
part
up
gard to the awarding of letters to memvelopt• their students into men with the March 3. The Sigma Alpha Epsilon
A feature of the ganie teas the sup- we will do ours," Prescott said.
bers of winning carnival teams. The
"Ned" Lawrence, Captain of track, kind of character and will to make the orchestra furnished music for an order
their brethby
teams
the
two
given
port
priasisitiiin has an.used a great deal of
of sixteen dances. The dance orders
Phi Gamma Delta cheering was the last speaker. He told of the right kind of officers.
discussiiin and is siimething that should ren. The
Dr.
Little
also
were quite unique, having the Sigma
stated
it
is
his
bethat
hard
schedule
from
that
is coining. April 21st
augmented by a delegation
receive the worthy consideration of all section.
Vernon. filled the benches on the is the time of the interclass races: the lief that the summer R. 0. T. C. camps Chi shield on the face of them. Sgt.
Mount
students.
of the gym, while Sigma Nu following Saturday is the dual meet with build up a man. Just to get out and and Mrs. Ashley chaperoned the dance.
There is much to be said in favor of south side
Refreshments of ice cream and crack
solidly massed on the Brown; the Saturday after that Maine feel the army discipline, the kicking
this step. Skiing and snowshoeing are supporters were
and Inter-collegiates at Orono. The scrap around on the range, and finally the fun yrs were served during intermission
songs,
yells,
Fraternity
side.
other
coming sports in the colleges of today.
in with Brown will not be an easy one, like of a week's hike. sleeping in "purtents, Punch was served from an attractive
The men who have taken part in these cheers for the teams and individuals
the one with Tufts last year. It will be and fighting sham battles are some of well, made of ice and illuminated from
sports this year have represented the the game were given at frequent interthe best meet in Maine, from all report:. the things that Dr. Little recalled from behind by a red spot light.
vals.
University of Maine in competition with
The champions of the southern league Maine's chance with the other colleges his summers at Plattsburg.
other colleges at five different carnivals.
Following Dr. Little's talk Capt.
in the state meet is pretty even, the best
They worked hard, gave their time and furnished a variety of sounds with a
in four years. Ned impressed it upon Adams made an appeal to the men to
"Spike"
Sparband,
hastily
and
recruited
labor, that they might give the college
his hearers, however, that they need try to keep up the L'. of M. record at
—sa—
desirable publicity: they brought trophies row, who is indubitably the most acmore men out. so that Maine can make the coming summer camp by sending the
harmonica
complished
player
On
the
ne weekly rehearsal of the Univerand honors to the University but, as yet.
quida
sixty-seven men.
Bowdoin look sick in that meet.
sity orchestra was held in Wingate Hall.
have received no personal rewards or campus, acciimpanied the. Sigma Nu's in
t ull
into the thing."
on.
let's
get
their
"Roughneck
rendition
of
Song."
the
Thursday evening.
recognition of service.
urged.
series.
Sigintramural
By
winning
the
There are several stringed instruments,
In considering the extent and value of
Appeals were made s,
stu,lent,
but there is a great lack of wind instruthe work done by the men who have ma Nu wins the Intramural Basketball
come out for the Maine Minstrels. Tls
competed on carnival teams, it becomes Cup for the third time.
"lent' A saxaphone, a flute, and a
proceeds
are
needed
by
the
"M"
Club.
horn are about all the bass instruments
The
summary:
apparent that these services should be in
-se
"Buckle" Thomas is chairman of the
there
are.
some way recognized. Some colleges Sit;st.% Nt•
11 IGIAMNIA DELTA
Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering
show. which comes off April 13th, in
Students interested in orchestral work
have solved this problem by awarding Driscoll If 2
Taylor, McFarland! rg City Hall. Bangor. The co-eds
have fraternity. entertained fifty members of are invited to attend the rehearsals.
minor letters. It has been suggested Lunge rf 2
Curtis lg 2 permission to go down this year. all the other societies of the campus
that see follow that custiim here, giving King, c 3
McFarland, Coffin "[Weide" wants a thousand students 1Vednesday night. February 28, at a
the man. who runs on a winning snow- Duren Ig I (11
Everett rf 1 (8) down there. leaving Bangor to make up "noun-technical" smoker in Wingate Hall.
shoe team, a letter M accompanied by Reed rg (4).
..Cutts If 2 the other eight hundred. There will be The speeches were by three members of
the letters. S and T. as sMt.
—ba—
a dance afterwards. "Let your conscience the faculty: Prof. W. J. Creamer read
ne
‘Vomen's
Student Government
an
original
humorous
poem
entitled.
be your guide." Thomas said.
Association
will
With the wealth if prizes and
meet
at 30 Coburn Hall,
The rally closed with the Stein Song "Monkeys"; Prof. C. P. Weston spoke
Friday,
March
10,
arships that are being offered for shi
at
chapel hour. Dean
on
"A
Topic
of
the
Day";
Prof. J. H.
after "Chubbie" again impressed it upon
Colvin will address the girls at that
stories, movie scenarios and other lit
illuddilston
discussed
"The
Latest
News
those there to get everyone out for the
entry productions. a large amount of lit51 -- from the Near East." Refreshments of time. Every women of the universit
next rally.
erary talent should be unearthed among
Al a nutting of the Physics Club
ice
cream, cakes, cookies, punch, cigars, is requested to be present.
SI
February 27. Prof. Dawson of the
college students of today.
cigarettes, and apples were served folPhysics department gave a very interestlowing the speeches.
Ong and instructive speech on "ThunderThe invited guests of the smoker were
University Band
storms." He told of the origin and na.11 members of the other three strictly
The University Band has always been ture of
thunderstorms, and the methods
honorary societies on the campus: Phi
There will be a Civil Club Meeting
a source of pride to all Maine stulents ui
avoiding tweedy from the effects of
The freshmen of the
A E. frater- Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa. and Alpha March 8, 14 Wingate, 7 P. M. Tls
Band members have been pointed out as
electrical disturbance's during the pow- nity gave a freshman smoker Thurs- Zeta, also delegate's from Alpha Chi Sig speaker will be
L. M. Edwards on In
individuals with musical ability and a ress of a thunderstorm.
Prof. Dawson day evening. March 1. There were about ma. Sigma Delta Chi. Scabbard and spectinn and Inspectors.
large amount of oillege spirit with a fine is an
instructor of meteorology and well thirty delegates from other fraternities Blade. Phi Sigma, and Kappa Phi KapThere will be a rehearsal of the Ulu
laekground of many concerts and SW- qualified to
speak on the subject chosen. present.
pa.
sersity Orchestra on Thursday. 17 Win
ct ssful tours. At all athletic contest, The
Physics Club has had some very inCigarette holders were given instead
The purpose of the smoker was to en- gate at 7 o'clock. A large attendance e.
with other colleges the music that has teresting
programs this year, mostly in of pipes, a. is the usual custom. Re- courage' inter-society entertaining and in- desired in order to
prepare seleclions fer
tallied in support of the 'Maine athletes the form of
papers delivered at bi- freshments of ice cream and cake were terest, and to afford a non-technical pro- a Junior 1Veek program.
has always been of superior quality.
miunthly meetings held in the Physics served and cigars we're distributed. gram that would be certain to interest
It is unfortunate that the band, with lecture room
in Aubert Hall.' The sub- Punch was also on tap al! of the eve- all. The committee in charge of ar"David, vere iss my glasses at?"
such an enviable record behind it, should jects are
largely on physical problems ning. All present had a very good time rangements: Eric S. Hope. Donald F. "On your nose,
Fatter."
furnish any grounds for the belief that it and effects.
and plenty to cat and smoke,
Alexander, and Fernald S. Stickney.
"Don't be so indefinite."—Phoetsix.

Intramural Championship
Won by Sigma Nu Team

Plans Made by Seniors
For 1923 Commencement

• r Little Speaks
Docto
On Benefits of Military

Informal Party Held
At Sigma Chi illouse

Orchestra Rehearsal

Tau Beta Pi Entertains
Other Honor Societies

To Meet Friday

Prof. Dawson Speaks at
Physics Club Meeting

S. A. E. Freshmen Give
Smoker on March 1
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Citizenship Formulated
Work and Play at the
By College Students R. 0. T. C Summer Camp
-M-

3

CAMPUS

One or IN o it telinknin
Nei e act tato
to boxing instruction. and one rainy
morning later in the month, a chance was
given the men to show hots much they
had learned about the noble art. Purcell
of Vermont. Hope of Maine, Houlihan
of Boston Uni., and Finks of Maine all
helped put on two round bouts, much to
the enjoyment of the blood thirsty crowd.
Then came the Friday night hops. The
Fifth Infantrj orchestra and later the
Coast Artillery Band furuished the
music which was excellent. Girls came
in from Ayer. Leominster and Fitchburg
and "an enjoyable time was had by all."
The only criticism was that the fellows
seemed bashful( ?). Refreshments wort'
furnished by the Mess. and outside of one
or two little incidents. such as when the
H. U. bunch stiple the Vermont pennant
from the dance hall and a young war
was narrowly averted. peace and quiet
reigned supreme, and every one went
home satisfied to get a good start for
Saturday inspection.

By Capt. I.. E. Norris
Summer R. 0. T. C. Camps are of
No kinds, advanced and basic, and mat*
be attended by advanced and basic students of the R. 0. T. C. only. There are
many services represented in the R. 0.
T. C. summer camps but at our camp.
only infantry and cavalry are in attendance. The Artillery, Engineers, Signal
Corps. etc.. are concentrated at si m
centralized
point of a larger area.
1VILLIANI AND MARY CITIZENl- Our 1922 summer camp was held a.
SHIP CREED
amp Wrens. Massachusetts, and the
1922
probability- is that the l92.3 camp will be
We. the members of the classes in held at the same place.
\ rginia Government and Citizenship I I,
Now a voird about Camp Devens it
School of Go.ern
1. It i, one of the war cantonmen:
thC Marshall-Wythe
ment and Citizenship. of the College of and at one period during the World aVa William and Mary. at William::amg, nearly 40.001) troops were quartered
Virginia ..do declare that..... the fol- there. Since 1919, howet et% large pans
lowing is a summary of our conception of the camp have been neglected, only
our duties as citizens to the govern- se'ectel area, being kept in repair for
ments under which we live:
11-.L. of National Guard. Reserve Officer
R. O. T. C. and Citizens M. T. C. The
MY DUTIES AS A CITIZEN
R. 0. T. C. camps are located in the old
Ii, spital area, the most pleasant location
fo acquaint myself with those funda- of the camp. On a hill
overlooking the
Imolai principles embodied in our con- rest of the camp in
one direction and the
:imtions and laws which experience has Nashua
River in another. numerous
,h-wn are essential to the preservation >liade and pine trees
make a delightful
,4 our liberties and the promotion of setting.
government, and to defend those
Camp Deceits is one mile from the
:,rin.-iples against all attacks.
town of Ayer, Mass., thirty-six miles
from Boston, and other nearby towns are
To inform myself on all public issues. Concord, Lexington, Lowell, Haverhill.
and on the character, record and plat- Fitchburg, NVorchester and Leominster.
form of all candidates for office, and to These cities all contain many things to
exert actively my influence in favor of see and to entertain. The pionts of historical interest in Boston, Lexington and
men and measures in which I believe.
Concord alone are worth travelling many
miles to see and in fact these places are
To vote in every election, primary and visited every year by people from all
general, never using my vote for per- corners of the globe.
sonal or private ends, but only for the
Our camp commences about the midpublic good, placing the welfare of my dle of June and continues until the latcountry above that of my party, if the ter part of July. There is much hustle
interests of the two should ever conflict. and bustle during the first day or two
of camp. Men are arriving at all hours
Iv.
of the day and night. But no matter
To connect myself with the political
what time you arrive, some one is on
party which most nearly represents my
hand at the Ayer station to meet you,
tiews on public questions, and to exert
you in a government automobile and
my influence within the party to bring Put
start you to Camp where a hot meal and
about the nomination of good men for
sleeping accommodations are ready. The
titlice and the endorsement of measures
process upon arrival at camp is first to
for the public weal.
register at headquarters and be assigned
V.
to a company. Then a bunk is assigned
To have the courage to perform my you and government clothing and arms
duties as a citizen regardless of the ef- issued and you retire to get squared
fect upon me financially or socially, re- away to go to work.
The old maxim of "All work and no
membering that a cowardly citizen is
as useless to his country in time of play makes Jack a dull boy" is fully realpeace as a cowardly soldier is in time ized and ample time is allowed for recof war.
reation and relaxation. In fact, every
afternoon is devoted to recreational feaVI.
To stand for honest election laws im- tures, which are either athletics, swimming or organized games of some kind.
partially administered.
I will outline a few of the things that
VII.
happened last year. We were sadly hanTo obey all laws whether I deem them dicapped by the rain. It rained every
wise or not, and to uphold the officers day for the first ten days of camp so
in the enforcement of the law.
that things did not get under way as soon
as
was desired. However, at the first
VIII.
practicable time a call was sent for tryTo make full and honest returns of
all my property 'and income for taxa- outs for the camp baseball team. The
turn out was quite large and in looking
tion.
them over I was surprised to find a few
IX.
men of varsity caliber. Vermont, Maine,
To be ever ready to serve my country Rhode Island State, Connecticut Aggies.
in war, and in peace, especially in such
Boston Uni., and Mass. Aggies each furinconspicuous capacities as juror and nished their quota for the team. Practice
election official.
was started as soon as possible and
X.
games scheduled. At the time there
To acquaint myself with the functions were a number of good teams in camp.
of the various departments of my gov- The 5th Infantry, the 13th Infantry and
ernment and to spread the knowledge of the 3rd Cavalry each gave us two games
the same among my fellow citizens in so that the enthusiasm was kept up. Unorder that they may enjoy to the fullest luckily, the breaks were against us and
extent the advantages offered by the we lost all but two of our games. Intergoternment, and may more fully recog- platoon baseball games also were played
nize the government as a means of ser- and the first platoon. which was comoce to the people.
posed entirely of Vermonters, won, they
having more ball players than any of
XI.
the others.
To encourage good men to enter public
We found, upon arrival that there
orvice and remain therein by commend- were four good tennis courts near our
ing the faithful performance of their area which needed only skinning to be
duties and by refraining from criticism made serviceable. The damp weather put
except such as is founded on a knowl- a quietus on most of the tennis, however,
edge of facts.
and we were only able to finish the first
XII.
round of our tournament.
To seek to promote good feeling beCaptain George A. Davis of Boston
Nem all groups of my fellow citizens University, a qualified swimming instrucand to resist as inimical to public welfare tor and life-saver, had charge of that
all partisan efforts to excite race, reli- phase of the work. All men were enPlus, class and sectional prejudice.
couraged to swim, and during the last
three weeks, every afternoon would sec
XIII.
fifty or sixty men set out for Robbins
Not to think alone of what my govPond for an afternoon of swimming.
ernment can do for me but more about
Captain Davis taught between twenty
what I can do for it.
and thirty non-swimmers how to swim
and also held tests at the end of the
XIV.
To inform myself with respect to the period and qualified some sixteen or
Problems which confront my country in eighteen men as life-saoers under the
its foreign relations, and to support Red Cross requirements.
Other features provided for recreation
which safeguard its legitimate
In'Prests abroad and which recognize the were push-ball. "barnyard golf" (pitchre,Ponsibilities of the United States as a ing horse-shoes I. volley ball and medicine ball work.
member of international society.

the following article, which was fora arded to The Dearborn Independent by
iohn Garland Pollard, of the faculty of
nie College of Villiain and Mary. of
VIrginia. is a copy of the "William and
Mary Citizenship Creed." formulated by
Virginia
!lit students in the classes of
and
Citizenship
with
the adernment
leading
of
statesmen
help
and
and
;,1ce
thruout the country.
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they are to take.
‘Veslot an University—The entire student hods recently voted to uphokl the
Volstead Act while at the college. They
agreed not to drink while on the campus.
nor at
other place when they represented the University. They agreed that
punishment for the first offence should
be loss of vote in the college body, and
loss of opportunits to participate in extra-curriculum acto ities. For the second offense the student body may recommend to the faculot that the student he
expelled.
Wittenburg College—Wittenburg I ol
'ege of Springfield, Ohio. claims the dis
tinction of having a graduating class
composed entirely of ex-solider s and
sai'ors. It is a record which probably
no other educational institution in the
ctitintry can equal. Of the nine men in
this Litheran TheologiCal Seminary who
nest may be admitted into the ministry
set en were soldiers and two were sailors.
There are more university women in
America than in any other country In
the International Associaiton of Univer-

sits Women. Amtrica has 15,000 members, England has 1,500, and Canada
1,200. Sixteen nations are represented
and IMMO women in America are eligible.
Eleven eastern colleges and universities have entered the seventh annual Intercollegiate Glee Club contest.
NorthWestern University—An intensive course in mob psychology has been
given to the cheer-leaders squad at
Northwestern University.
Louvain. Frame. is to hate a
dollar library, the funds for which are
being raised by o40 colleges and universities in the United States. The Germans
ci ompletely demolished the former library
in NI4 and systematically burned 300.000
si OlUnie•.

SI

"That's a picture of a saint."
"Yeah. hut what's that he's gig on his
head?"
"Well. can't toil see he's carrying an
extra tire?"
111

Patronize Our Advertisers

1 1 INTERCOLLEGIATE
sto,astsfiss=oses;;..,,
North Dakota Agricultural College—
Faculty and Student Itiftvling h agues
have been recently organized by reprosentative of ten student organizations
and eight faculty teams. A silver cup
will be awarded the individual having the
highest individual score during the
tournament. At the end of the two
tournaments the winning team of the
faculty league will meet the winning
team of the student league for the championship honors.
M. I. T.—Announcement has been
made by the Committee on First Year
Instruction, of a series of talks to be
given by the heads of the departments
at the Institute to members of the freshman class, relative to the kind of work
pursued in the various courses and the
opportunities afforded men in the different professional lines after graduation.
Attendance is not compulsory, the lectures being designed particularly for

Makes Hair
Stay Combed
Stacomb keeps hair in place
all day—No more trouble
wit% rumpled hair.
Ideal also after washing your
hair—supplies natoral, beneficial oils which add life and
lustre and keep di hair in place.
Ask your barber for a Stacomb Rub.
At all druggists.
Makes the Hair Stay Combed
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The "PRACTICAL" Alchemist and
"THEORETICAL" Robert Boyle
HE alchemists wrote
vaguely of "fluids" and
"principles." Copper
was potentially silver.
Rid it of its red color and the
"principle" of silver would assert
itself, so that silver would remain.
With a certain amount of philosopher's stone (itself a mysterious
"principle") a base metal could he
converted into a quantity of gold
a million times as great.
This all sounded so "practical"
that Kings listened credulously,
but the only tangible result was
that they were enriched with much
bogus gold.
Scientific theorists like Robert
Boyle (1627-1690 proved more
"practical" by testing matter,discovering its composition and then
drawing scientific conclusions that
could thereafter be usefully and
honestly applied. Alchemists conjectured and died; experimented
and lived.
Using the air pump Boyle undertook a "theoretical" but sci-

entific experimental study of the
atmosphere and discovered that
it had a "spring" in it, or in other
words that it could expand. He
also established the connection
between the boiling point of water
and atmospheric presuire, a very
"theoretical" discovery in his day
but one which every steam engineer now applies.
He was the first to use the term
"analysis" in the modern chemical sense, the first to define an
element as a body which cannot
be subdivided. and from which
compounds can be reconstituted.
Boyle's work has not ended.
Today in the Research Laboratories of the General Electric
Company it is being continued.
Much light has there been shed
on the chemical reactions that
occur in a vessel in which a nearly
perfect vacuum has been produced.
One practicai result of this work
is the vacuum tube which plays an
essential part in radio work and
roentgenology.

General ie Eleetric
ra I Off,e

Company

Veheneetady,NY
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HE only extreme feature in all the length
and bredth of John
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gc student' specializing in the three
tourses tul study covered by the tour, although anyone may enroll. These threecourses will be:
Human 1a.ography. conducted by J.
Edmund Woodman. professor of geology
at Nea York University; The European
Ba..kground of English Literature, conducted by Harold Hoffman. instructor of
Ein.tlish at New York University; and
C4ontemporary Eurtpean Problems. conducted by Charles A. Gulick, instructor
in economics at New York University.
Professor Woodman will conduct his
students through a field tour of the
ciountrie, and peoples of Western Europe. a kiddie 441 the et MPS('lie- aug an
map in hand. .1 the get.grap!iic
at
features of the battlefields of the World
War.
NIr. Hoffman's course oder, a ,t1:41,
literature in connection wi.h vi it, no the
scenes made famous by poets and nio't-lists ,of all times. and Mr. Gulick will illsims forms ,f rover:Inc:it, a!tered national policies and econ,anic
tilt a hie, the war.
lb tse win) enroll v, ill be prtivided with
material for preparanory study. and preliminary lectures in i:1 be given in the
course of the ocean voyage so that the
students may be well grounded in their
suhje is before the tour lorgins.
Four point, noward a college degree
will be allowed 1.4 r each of these course-.
hut no, student vv ill be permitted to take
more than two of them. Those who,
make the tour with.tut seeking credit
tiovard a degree may take any or all of
the COUrm-,.
The tour, which has been arranged by
Dean James E. Lough of the Extramural
Division of New York University, will
under the direction of Frederick E.
Emmons. superintendent of schools of
Elizabeth. N. J. The party will sail
from New York June 30 on the Saxonia.
travel from Paris to Rome, return by
way of the Rhine. tour England and
Sit itland and sail for home August 18.
St-

Phi Kappa Sigma Gives
Annual Freshmen Smoker
The Phi Kappa Sigma freshmen entertained with a Freshman Smoker at the
Chapter house on March 1. Delegates
fro,m the various fraternities and dormitories were present making a party of
thirty-four. Refreshments were served
which included some of "Doc's" famous
punch. After the eats the boys gathered
around the fireplace and told stories,
making for all an enjoyalole evening.
Si-

Nur-e-"Well, it's a girl."
Father (with keen foresight1-"And
I just sold the porch swing this morning."

Q.E.D.
SHOW me," says the math. teacher-and
when the chalk clouds have settled do‘‘n
there are a lot of figures signed "Q.E.I)."
which aren't "Q. E. D" at all.
Say "Show me" to the shaving cream you're
using and see‘vhat answer you get. Will it soften
your beard right down to the base before the
breakfast bell has rung twice ? Will it leave your
skin smooth and supple after every shave and give
you the well-groomed look of perfect skin health?
Every day men are finding how much easier
shaving can be made because of the speed and
thoroughness with w•hich
Notice the hing..'
cop: Voii cif
Williams' softens the
fox,. it
14,11t9s
beard. Likewise,they are
finding a help for their
skin i nWilliams'that they
never found in any other
shaving cream. Try it
yourself. The difference
may surprise you.

"
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- - ------- - $5,000,000 Radio Plant in Sweden; nt,„
with the General Eke. Co.
Harry Dennis O'Neil, A.B., 1916
Teacher of Cornet and Band Director
at Marquette Univ. Conservator) ,
recognized as one of the leading c..!
netists of the country.
1902
B.S.,
Eldridge.
Hampton
%%antithe active members of the Chaptc:
Kappa Pin: Valedict, ran. One of
country•, prominent Commercial En- the present time are:
gineers.
Smitoits
Nlelv t tamer. B.S. in C.E., 1903
Arthur Herbert French, Brewer; Cee
ii Kappa Phi; Engineer in Charge
Jones. ‘Vaterville; Milton Jam,
Roland
Fort
iperation and Construction

HISTORY OF FRATERNITIES
wog&
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
The Maine Alpha Chapter of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity came into being
Fel,. 22, 1901. having been formed from '
the Iota Phi local fraternity, which in
turn had been organized in Oak Hall in

Rifle Tear

Iti team s
rive hi

Stonier.
HeistaC
Leightc
Cutting
Ili schof

t liana
Wilcox
Witson
Peaslee
Mint-he
To

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

1898. For a time the "new local" ocPeck Irrigation Project. U. S. Reclacupied jointly with Phi Kappa Sigma
mation Service.
the Q. 1'. V. Hall, renting it of the Henry Walter Bearch, B.S., 1906
Q. 1'. V. society. Later Iota Phi moved
AssiStant Physicist Bureau of Staninto Sperrin's Inn and occupied thesedards; Author: "Technologic Papers
quarters until it built its present homein 1904.
No. 9 and 77 Bureau of Standards,"
Sigma Alpha Epsihin fraternity is tin"Circulars No. 57 and 59 Bureau of
largest college fraternity from the standStandards." and other papers on denpoint of chapters. in the country. It
sity. and thermal expansion of liquids;
was founded at the University of AlaOne of the first twelve alumni to be
bama in 1856. and has an especially inchosen to the honorary society of Phi
teresting Civil 1Yar history.
Beta Kappa.
Maine Alpha chapter has had the good
George Roger Tarbox. B.S., 1906, M.E.
fortune during seventeen of the twen1912
ty-two years of its life of having a real
General
Superintendent Elliott Comflesh and blotod mother in Mrs. Mary J.
pany;
Assistant
Mechanical Engineer
"Madam" Parcher, whtose interest in her
American
Hardware
Corporation:
boys and the "house" has been splendid
Chief Engineer and Assistant Supt.
and whose li,ng period of service is
Stanley G. Flagg and Co.; Works
probaloly unequalled by the matron of
Manager NIcEwen Mfg. Co.; Producany college fraternity house in the countive
Mgr. Thomas Devlin Mfg. Co.;
try.
Elliott Co., Greensburg, Pa.
A FEW NOTED S. A. E.'S
Daniel Chase, A.13., 1908; M.S., 1914
Grosvenor W. Stickncy, BALE.. 1900
Asst. Inspector of Physical Training
Civil Engineer. Rivers and Lakes ComN. V. State Military Training Commission of Illinois; author of miscelmission; Asst. Boys Sec. Y. M. C. A.
lanecus reports and bulletins on Navione year; Co. Sec. 3 years; Asst. Prof.
of Hygiene Hamilton College 3 yrs.;
gation and Flood Control for Various
Streams in Illinois.
Prof. of Hygiene and Physical Education Conn. Agricultural College 1
Clarence N'artier Stowell, Phil., 1900;
yr.; Author of Articles on Rural RecA.M., 1902; Ph.D., 1906
reation.
Author: "A Laboratory Notebook for
Chemistry." 1900: "A Manual of Arthur Willis Patterson, LL.B., 1914
Business Correspondence." 1912; "BusPhi Delta Phi; Theta Tau Alpha;
iness Arithmetic," 1914
Lawyer; Sec, Maine Branch Navy
Alson Haven Robinson, B.S., 1901
League: Author several poems, books,
etc.
Clergyman: Minister First Congregational Unitarian Church. One of the Harold Henry Beverage, B.S., 1915
country's noted clergymen. Preached
The Second Greatest Radio Expert in
Baccalaureate sermon for Commencethe World; Inventor of the Beverage
ment Sunday at Maine last year.
Ground Antennae; recently installed a

Travel Groups Organized
By Education institute
mProfessor Felix Weill. General Secretary of the Federation de l'Alliance
Francaise. has notified the branches of
the Alliance that a group of American
college students and instructors is being
organized to travel in France next summer under the joint auspices of the Federation and the Institute of International
Education.
The student• will sail from New York
on the S. S. "Saxonia" on June 30th.
1923. After disembarking at Cherbourg. they will go to Paris for a stayof several days. and thence to Britanny.
the chateau country. the Pyrenees towns.
the Riviera, the industrial section centering around Lyons. the French and
Swiss Alps. the redeemed provinces, and
the cathedral towns in Normandy. They
will return to this country on September 4th.
The purpose of the undertaking is to
enable college students to travel in
France at the lowest possible costs and
under scholarly instruction, directed to- ards a broad and sympathetic understanding
of the history.. traditions. ideals,
i•
and arts of the French people. The 'lac! tiny' will include Professor Eugene M.
' Lebert of Grinnell College. as lecturer
on French history, Mlle. Helene L. jacot

1

Ricker, Stratton; Theodore Joseph
rangeau, Westbrook; Henry CharleFenderson, Saco; Frank Parker Dobbins.
Farmington; Walter Orlando Wilson,
Leeds; George Harris McGouldrick,
Augusta; Arthur Edward Wilson, Orono; Frank Small, Orono; Charles Joseph
Shepherd, Corinna; Everett Sedgeley
Ross. Rangeley.
JtiNt011tS
Carl William Stevens, Millinocket ;
John Lewis Stevens, Deering; Theodore
NVilliam Munroe, Milo; Harold Walker
Howe. East Milton; Wilfred Chadbourne Burr. Mattawamkeag; Harold
Jasper Chase, Portland; Guy Eben Griffin. Old Town; Charles Lewis Beckett,
Calais; James Elton Davis, North Conway. N. H.
SOPHOMORES

George Kenneth Cobb. Millinocket.
Carl Freeman Libby, Biddeford; James
Villiam Dunton, Bath; Clyde Irving
Swett, Bangor; Paul Wescott Libby.
Gray; Ernest Leyland Wilkinson, Methuen. Mass.; Arthur Neal Parmenter.
Brockton, Mass.; Howard LaForrest
Rogers, Greenville.
FRESH MEN

George Albion Cahill, Bath; Charles
Lyman Fales. Wayne; Gerald Everett
11,'ing, Flagstaff; Ezekiel Leith Chase,
Brownville; Levi Addison Curren, Millinocket ; Charles Ellsworth Emmons,
Kennebunk; Oren Foss Fraser, Biddeford; Willis Manning Barrows, DoverFoxcroft.
PLEDGES

Harold Eugene Crozier, Brownvillt

of Packer Collegiate Institute, Brooklyn, ible, with liberty and justice to all."
as language instructor, and other mem- These or similar lines should be learned
bers of college and university faculties. by every American child, and those of
11
FOREIGN-BORN PARENTS, TOO.
6. When illustrated alone the flag
should always have stars at left of picture, fabric floating to right. When
flag is used as a banner with stripes perpendicular. then the stars appear in the
.
lie Hag ,intuld 11..1 lw raised beright-hand corner, facing flag.
fore sunrise and should be lowered be7. On a casket the Union, or stars,
fixe sunset.
should be at the head.
2. When displayed at half mast, as
8. When used for decoration certain
on Memorial I)ay t May 30) it should
rules should always be followed:
first be raised to the top of thy staff.
(a) In crossing our flag with any'
then lowered to half-mast position. On
other flag the Stars and Stripes should
Memorial Day it should remain at halfbe at the right.
mast only until noon and then be hoisted
(h) Should never be placed below
to the top to remain until sunset.
Person
sitting.
3. Whenever the flag is formally
(c) Nothing should be allowed to
raised all present should stand at attenrest upon it save the Bible.
tion with right hand raised in salute
(d) Should never be draped or
position. The flag should not be altwisted
into rosettes, but always dislowed to touch the ground.
played full, open and free. Red, white
4. Whenever the flag is passing in
and blue bunting should be used for
parade the spectators. if walking, should
drapery. When hanging bunting horihalt, if sitting, should rise, stand at atzontally, the blue band should be on top.
tention, and uncover.
9. No advertisement can ever be
5. For school children in primary
placed on the flag-nor can it be used
departments the following oral salute
as or with a trade-mark. It should
is recommended:
never be worn as a whole or part of
"We give our hands and our hearts to
costume. 'hen worn as a badge, should
God and our Country-one country, one
be pinned over left breast or in left lapel.
Flag, one language."
Published by the Veterans of Foreign
For advanced pupils: "I pledge alleWars of the United States.)
giance to my flag, and to the Republic
John H. Kidney, State Adjutant
for which it stands; one nation, indivis-

Proper Etiquette to be
Observed in Use of Flag
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Rifle Team Defeats New Hamp-

C. A. Rice Post May
Surrender Its Charter
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'Continued from Page One
ham scores were Maine 493.N
t i.,••::islitre State 4*.1.
rive highest men were:
NIAINE
'nn-r. V. H.
Heistad. T.
Leighton. R. S.
Cutting. E. C.
Bischoff, C. E.

Total
N. H. STATE
Chandler. J. W.
Wilcox. C. R.
Witson, S. E.
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Minchello. L. G.
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in February 17, the University of
11,:ne Rifle Team fired a match with the
Rifle Team. The Maine team
made a score of 490 and as the Bowdoin
i!I.:oager failed to send the score of his
claimed the match by default.
I he National Rifle Association match
tired last week. This match is be:.veen able rifle teams that belong to
the National Rifle Associaiton. One of
thc men on the Maine team. V. H. Som.2(i. qualified for the N. R. A. medal.
The score of the University of Maine
Rifle Team in the fifteenth N. R. A.
match for 1923 is, in percent:
Semers, V. H., 97%; Snow, R. 0.,
s9c; Haskell, R. N.. 93%; Holt, H. W.,
; Cutting, 93%; Kelly, 91%; Heistad, 87%; Morrison, 85%; Wixon, 87%;
Phillips. 84%; Humphrey, 87%.
An R. 0. T. C. match was recently
i'ired with all Senior R. 0. T. C. units
in the New England colleges. The
standing of the Maine R. 0. T. C. Rifle
leam is not known yet, as the final re;sirts are not expected until after March
5. The following score were made by
Maine:
Somers, V. H.
552
Haskell, R. N., 177, Leighton, 364
541
Heistad, T.
529
Wixson
527
Phillips, C. R.
512
Osborne, E. N.
505
Humphrey. 0. J.
504
Winter. H. L.
503
Snow, R. 0.
491
Littlefield, W. A.
476

At an important meting of
Charles A. Rice Post. V. F. W.
last Thursday evening, with Senior is
ice
Commander Qhillip A. Harriman presiding. some matters of vital interest to
its members were discussed. Owing t
the fact that the members of this t.r
ganization live here tints- during their
college years, and realizing that in a few
years almost all of them will have grad
uated and that there will be no more
men in the entering classes to take their
place. the members of the (larksis
Rice Post discussed the idea of
rendering their charter. In order to
surrender this charter, a notice to this
effect must be given one month in advance and if ten of the members object
to its surrender, it will not be given up
at this time.
If the Post should vote to give up its
charter, all members who have paid
their arrearages to date will be granted
a charter to become members at large
in the organization of the Veterans of
Foreign 11'ars. In this case, all money
that may remain after taxes to the State
and National headquarters are paid will
be donated to the Memorial Fund.
All members will receive a copy of
the business discussed during the last
meeting and a final vote on this sub's ct
will be taken at some future meeting.

Heck Club Listens to
Professor Batchelder
_
At the last meeting of the Heck Club
Professor Bachelder gave an interesting
and instructive talk on the "European
Corn-borer Situation in Maine." He
stated that the corn-borers were first
noticed in 1918 around Boston and thru
the aid of the Summer Tourist. the%
spread as far north as Sebago, Me.
These corn-borers infest a number ot
other plants besides corn, especially those
known as truck-garden crops, the average damage done to crops by them being
ten per cent.
The corn-borer develops into a moth
which can fly twenty miles. They have
spread faster and covered more territory
than the Gypsy or Brown -tail moth.

I

OLD TOWN TRUST COMPANY
Get Your Entries

ai,J Check .4ccotiosts
Faculty and Student .4ccomets
Solicited

•S.H i's

HAVE
ThfOU
NOTICED
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IIi tor the

MAINE

Spring Pocket Billiard Tournament
kiliii

Laundry Cases and Parts

STRAND BOWLING &
BIL1.IARD PARLOR

Goldsmith Bros.

Gloves

u.44 scs s.4o.is sno0at.4

That March came in like a lamb?
That the girls are "saying it with
flowers"?
That Balentme telephone is out of or
as usual?.
Our new seli-appointed cheer leader
That mid -semester prelims have be
gun again?
The new tire escape at Mt. Vernon?
The ten
ck str,ill, of our facult‘
members
That the Ii,ck on Column is a failure:
Ilw gradual disappearance of galoshes
--Spring is coming?
That we have a new national fraternity sill the campus?
Balentine's rustic seat?
That Hee-haw Mitchell has been in
good spirits?
How hard some people fell coming
out of Alumni after the game Saturday
night?
That "Art" Hillman takes his corners
on low?
That our distinguished guests. the
Legislators. visited Estabrook Hall?
That the March winds have brougl.
back the discarded overcoats?
That Chapel hats fail to fit all heads?
11-110s got the Turhan?
How Behringer receives his guests
"Spark Ploy" and his trainer?

sNVINOISO

Orono
Radio Boot Headquarters

J. H. McC A NN
12 State st

Furnishings

Hats

Chalmers' Studio
High Class Photogra phy
BANGOR,
MAINE

I. .1. N'1111:11.:

B. K. HILLSON TAILORSHOP
Suits cleansed, pressed, and altered

Patronize Our Advertisers

Also suits made to order

STUDENT'S SUPPLIES
AT
UNIVERSITY STORE

Fernald Hall

IHE NATIONAL MAP COMPANY
%mist's') 1885
Indianapolis

\ew York

The Mean Temperature
Was Meaner than Usual

_

BOST()NIA\ (1X1:0111)Si
stud W0011, STOCK I NtiSi
What's a better combination
than trim, smart shoes with hosiery of the season's latest shades.
Down at this store prices will
please you, and experienced fitters
are here to please your feet.

Caps
Custom Clothes
For i'ollepe Men

OFFERS YOU $380.00
I iir

(our t;et's Is

This Snow

er

This Offer is Only a Minimum
OUR MEN IN MAINE TERRITORY
Last Summer had Earnings as Follows

The month of February just passed
enjoys the distinction of being the cold$3800.00
.
M. A. Pollen
est February since weather records were
1400.110
C. 0. Chandler
kept at the University of Maine begin90001
P. A. Brunn.
ning with 1896. The average tempera107201
H. W. Kidder
ture of a month may be obtained in a
850.01)
A. NiVr
number of ways. The method employed
Territory is Being Taken Very Fast
J00
by the United States Weather Bureau is
For Further Information Write
to take the average of the maximum and
minimum temperature for each twentyNational Map Company
four hours. Following this procedure,
5140
360 Broadway. New York City
the University records show there were
The Maine team made a score of 5140
A meeting of the Sophomore class was
fourteen days which had temperature
out of a possible 6000. Leighton substi- held in 30 Coburn Hall, Thursday.
below zero, and thirteen days stayed
tuted for Haskell because of sickness.
March I. at one o'clock. The subject of
above 7ero. while one just reached zero.
dues was discussed and it was decided
The average maximum temperature F;lr''"E. A. MERRILL, D. M. D.
that $1.00 be collected from each mem- was
19.1 and the average minimum was '
ber of the class to defray immediate ex- -0.39
making an average of the month
Dentist
penses. Collectors will be appointed in
9.36. The month of February which had
the fraternity houses and dormitories on
Old Town, Me.
the lowest record up to this time 11.9
the campus. A list of members who pay was in
11
1914.
Gray's Block
their dues will be published in the CamSpringfield College-The freshmen
American young men who look forpus at a later date.
were aimed to discard their green caps
'varil to careers as ambassadors, foreign
All sophomores were urged to attend
during the last week of last semester.
ministers or other representatives of
and 10ls on Sundays. Ile takes forty
meetings regularly and take an 'active
-The decapitating exercises were in the
;heir government abroad may now be
minutes ill dress on week days and ten
part itt ;ill class functions.
A meeting of the Domino was held hands of a committee of sophomores
trained for such a career the same as for
minutes
longer on Sunday. Twenty-fivr
--m
Wednesday, February 28 in the Library. with one of the professors as chairman.
:h e law, medicine or any other profesminutes is spoit sill each meal.
The main business of the evening was
Harvard-In response from an invitiin. according to an announcement tothe
discussion
from Oxford and Cambridge, Harof
tation
standard
insignia.
A
lls liy New York University. The anpin was decided uisoti. A committee was yard and Yale are planning on sending Rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr-i-n-g.
:siuncement makes public the fact that
XYZ Faternity?"
appointed to select a new play to be giv- their track teams to ngland in July for
•ch,tarships established at New York
meeting of "Yes."
en
sometime
a
international
.
At
meet
this
an
inester.
rsity by the late Ambassador Fredthe committees, representatives of the "Is Harold there?"
Amateur radio ti graphy has an arCourtland Penfield are now opera"No?.
bodies of the two American Uniathletic
' . and will be awarded to candidates dent follower on the University of
versities. biennial international meets "Is Dave?"
-( qualifications best indicate a fit- Maine campus in the person of F. Edwere favored which could be held al- "I'm afraid not."
constructed
and
who
'24.
Handy
ward
'
for careers in the foreign service.
The Balentine dance which was to be ternately in the two countries, that of "Then Joe?"
operates a model radio station in his
\k ,. of these scholarships for
$1.000
"I'm sorry."
room on the top floor of Hannibal Ham- held Friday, March 2. was postponed in- 1925 being in America.
4,11 will
be awarded to applicants holddefinitely because of the illness of the
"Well, I'm awfully lonesome. Won't
-Freshmen
at
Nevada
University
of
fifty-foot
his
Signals
from
Hall.
lin
'he master's degree from an apmasts above matron. Mrs. Hendrickson. The party the University of Nevada have completed you come over?"
wires
parallel
on
of
stretch
college or university or who extheir semi-annual painting of a huge "Ali-thanks!"
Hawaii. will Ix. given in the near future.
receive the degree in June, 1923, the building have reached to
%I
"N" on Peavine Mountain near "By the way, who is this?"
letter
Channel.
using
English
the
and
Cuba.
;ilan to devote their entire time to
the college. It is one of the largest "The janitor."
required
power
one-third
the
than
less
during the academic year 1923-24.
signs of its type in the country, being BANG I
the ordinary electricaddition to the two $1.000 scholar- by a flat-iron on
150 feet high and 140 feet broad.
communication
Actual
circuit.
lighting
there will be two of an annual
To THE ST UDE
Mr. L. M. Edwards. who a short time
carried on with amatuer stabeen
has
Dartmouth College-Dartmouth has
$800. three of an annual value
ago
gave
Texas
a
the
very
and
interesting
Blessings
Florida
to
on thee, little beanlecture be- compiled statistics from 854 carefully
•11) and several minor scholarships. tions from
Dakotas without pre-arranged schedule. fore the Civil Club on the history of kept time sheets showing how a student Such attire we've never seen.
students who desire to particibridges, has been invited to speak again spends his day. On an average he With thy scratchy woolen hose.
.: these scholarships should corn- The distances covered are real records.
ate with Dean Earle B. Babcock of and are being covered by a comparatively before the Club on Inspection and In- studies 4.25 hours on week days. 1.5 on And thy loosely fitting clothes;
small transmitt;ng set as radio outfits spectors. This meeting of the club will Saturdays, and 3.75 on Sunday. Fresh- With thy slick hair, slickened more,
7aduate School of New
York Unigo,
being rated at 150 watts output. The take place March 8. 7 P. M. in 14 Win- men study the longest and seniors the Smeared with Slikum from the store:
' . 100 Washington Square. East,
deserves credit for the assembly gate Hall.
owner
With thy soft heard's jaunty grace
shortest amount of times
York City, giving him a statement
greater part of both transmitter
of
the
Fifteen minutes per day would be Almost covering up thy face.
r academic preparation.
New Hampshire State College-Alum- spent on athletics if distributed among From my heart I wish thee joyand receiver, and for the maintenance of
regular amateur relay schedules in the ni and undergraduates have undertaken the college; 30 minutes on non-athletics. Wad I wasn't born a boy.
American Radio Relay Ceague, of which a campaign to change the name to New Three-fourths of an hour is spent in self
-A Co-ed
he is a district superintendent. Beside Hampshire University so that the col- support, the seniors working two and
In training-Coach (to &fish turning
the use of the code signals, the receiver lege would conform to University one-half times as long as the freshmen.
-mConversation is the most popular rec- out for football)
Pioneer Writers Guild of Ameri- of station 1-BDI reproduces radio tele- standards and be included among the
"What experience
reation, one and one-half hours being have you had before?"
charles St.. New York City, will phone signals and music, entertaining the state universities.
M. I. T.-A column of "World Al- spent daily upon it. Sophomores talk
Prizes amounting to $600.00 to students many evenings of the week.
Frosh: "Well this summer I was hit
fairs" has been established in the "Tech." the most. Twice as much time is spent by two autos and a truck."
and artists whose work has never
Dentist-"Awfully sorry miss, but I the College daily publication. It will be in voluntary reading as at movies or
•mblished. The award will be dicomposed of ..hort paragraphs of na- cards. Seniors give five times as much
is follows: Four prizes of $150.00 just tore out a piece of your gum."
Pat-Holy Cats! every other line in
Stenographer-"That's all right. Just tional and international news. The idea time to girls as any other class.
.1- the best short story. poem, play
Mange's letter is about Charles.
The average Dartmouth man sleeps 8
.rtoon. This contest closes June stick it under the chair and I'll get it as is to give the readers in condensed form
Pete-Oh-h? Chuck f till, one might
the important events of the day,
•
1923. For rules, address the Guild. I go out."-Yale Record.
hours on week days. 7Y4 on Saturdays say -Panther.

A Meeting Is Held by
The Sophomore Class

New York University
Has Diplomatic Course

INTERCOLLEGIATE

Domino Meeting

F. E. Handy '24 Has
Model Radio Station

Dance Postponed

Civil Club

Prizes to be Awarded
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THE

MAINE

CAMPUS

6
e__

Winter Sports

Zeta Pi Society Joins Phi Mu
Delta Fraternity
l'age One)
0. °palmated

id cheers were interchanged between
•be two chapters.
I The Iii,tallation team %as composed of
the following men from Nu Beta chapter: Pulsiler. Wilson. Higgins, Cutler,
(-arr. Hammerslry. Darrar, Moody,
Spencer, Hill. Chase. Connor, Morrison.
All Kinds
and Hobert.
Among the chapters of Phi Mu DelThe Right Kinds
ta are ones located at N. H. State College, Connecticut Agricultural College,
University if Vermont, Massachusetts
Miller 6 Webster
Institute of Teclpiology: Northwestern
University. University of Michigan. UniClothing Co.
versity of Illinois, and the University of
Wisconsin.
Bangor
The members of Nu Epsilon Chapter
are as follows: John S. Andrews, za,
Grey; Irving C. Bailey, '25. Caribou.
Maine; Leonard J. Bragdon '24, Frank!in. Me.; Herbert E. Bragg '24. Bangor;
Smokeless Flashlight Horace J. Chesley '24, Hampden. Me.;
S. Allen Coffin '26. Freeport. Me.; Ersand
ley L. Goldsmith '23. Gardiner. Me.;
Groups of any size taken
Stuart M. Johnson '23, Brownville. Me.;
LAWRI NCF. EA1O4
Harold L. Kelly '24. Lubec, Me.; C.
ST
MILL
Roger Lappin '23, Bryant Pond. Me.:
relephone 167-3
Albion 0. Larson '23, Brownville, Me.;
Neal W. Larson '23. Brownville, Me.;
Carl A. Lejonhud '25. South Portland,
Me.; Floyd K. Lewis '26, North BerMe.; Walter C. Mack '26, Sanford,
wick,
Waiting
Right a. r,,-- 2:-1n the
Me.; George R. Mower '26, Bangor.
79 CENTRAL Si.
Me.; Frederic L. Nevelle '25, South
Bangor, Maine
Portland, Me.: Walter D. Newman '26.
Brownville, Maine; Thomas B. NickerPatronize Cherry's
son '26, Bridgewater, Me.; Earl P. Osgood '24. Fryeburg. Me.; Mansfield M.
l'ackard '25, Bryant Pond, Me.; W.
Buy your
Wesley Patterson '24, Corinna, Me.:
PERSONAL
Bernie E. Plummer '24, Weld. Me.:
NAME CARDS
Victor A. Porter '23, Presque Isle. Me.;
at
Ralph M. Simmons '23. Belfast, Me.:
Carl B. Smith '25, Presque Isle. Me.;
BACON PRINTING CO.
H. Kirke Stowell '25, Dixfield, Me.;
22 state St . Bangor, Me.
Merrill W. Sweetser '26. Milo. Me.;
See our camples
Stanton L. Swett '24, Mexico, Me.: J.
Lawrence Townsend '23. So. Portland,
Me.; Howard E. Wilson '23. Belfast,
PAGE 6 SHAWS
Me.

CLOTHING

W. J. Cherry's Barber Shop

CANDIES at
HOULIHAN'S PHARMACY
Orono, Maine

EVERYTHING
for she student's
room Carried by

NA. A. Mosher Co.
Tel. 162-3

Or no. NIA:lic

JOHN T. CLARK CO.
Haberdashers
Clothiers
Exchange Bldg., Bangor. Me.
Lamb lined ccats, Sweaters, Jackets,
Sport and golf how. Collar attached
Shirt:. Plain and fancy neckwear, Boston
•tudenr. hac Fvcrything guaranteed

OWN YOUR TUXEDO
't.e the special we offer at
.35AX1 regular price 42.50
W e sell and let Evening
Cliithes
GOLDSMITH BROS.
Orono, Maine
5.

Public Sales
122.tiott pair
Miin•.•ii last
1, 12 %%hi h ‘sas the entire •urplus .tod.; of one of the
(;,‘‘ rnment 'hoc
large'?
:ont racti
S

guaranteed one him
.!red percent ,o'id leather, odor
:lark tan. bellows tongue, dirt and
waterproof. The actual value of
this shoe is 4i.00. Owing to this
tremendous buy we can offer same
-4) the public at $2.95.
Send correct size. Pay postman
In delivery or send money ordtr
If 'hoe: are not as represented ‘‘e
will cheerfully refund your moot
promptly upon request.
Nati..nal Bay State Shoe Company
2% Broadway, New York. N. Y.
5.

Phi Eta Kappa Wins Intramural
Track Meet
(Continued from Page One)
did some clever work on the corners and
others slid off into the snow.
Summary:
40 yard dash: 1st. King, Sigma Nu:
2nd, Thomas. Phi Kap; 3rd. Ames. Phi
Eta.
440 yard dash: 1st. Lawrence, Phi
Gam; 2nd. Kneeland, Phi Eta; 3rd, RidIon. Dormitory Council.
220 yard dash: 1st, Thomas, Phi Kappa Sigma; 2nd, Lawry, Beta; 3rd, Scott,
Theta Chi.
Hurdles: 1st. Lawry, Beta; 2nd, Fenlason, S. A. E.; 3rd, Dunn, Beta,
Bag Race: 1st. Knightly. Dorm Council: 3nd, Turner, Phi Eta; Patten, Phi
Eta.
Three Legged Race: 1st. S. A. E.; 2nd,
Phi (;am; 3rd. Phi Kap.
Mile Run: 1st. Patten, Phi Eta; 2nd,
Hillman, Phi Eta; 3rd. McKeeman. Phi
Eta.
880 yd. run: 1st, Ames. Phi Eta; 2nd.
Kneeland. Phi Eta; 3rd, Murray, Phi
(;am.
Freshman Relay: 1st, Theta Chi; 2nd,
Dormitory- Council; 3rd. Phi Gam.
Eat Man's Race: Ist, Murray. Phi
Cam; 2nd, Jackson, Lambda Chi; 3rd.
Eraser, S. A. E.
Final Score,
Eta Kappa. 39 points, 1st.
1)ortn. Council. It) points, 2nd.
Phi Gamma Delta. 15 points, 3rd.
The trials and finals of the house relays will be held this week.
Letter men in relay and those who
competed during the current season will
not be eligible to run.
•
Education Committee Visits the
University
(Continued front Page One)

Dean Stevens Announces Summer
School Program
(Continued from Page

1

(Joe)

MID-WINTER REDUCTIONS

'I

On Young Men's Suits and Overcoats
Unusual values at $18.50, $23.50, $32.50
J. WATERMAN CO.
it i and
,orr
iAr N ,M
- ...,rgest uattitter tio

ates, and graduate students of the University. The courses given last year in
coaching of athletics proved to be a sueee.., and would be of great benefit to
those desiring training along those lines.
The recreation program of the Summer Session is exceptionally fine, with
Moosehead
week-end excursions to
Lake. Bar Harbor, and other places,
making possible the combination of delightful excursion, to the scenic point,
Thursday. March 8
of interest in the State of Maine and the
"THE OLD HOMESTEAD"
intellectual benefit to be received from
Fri. March 9-Gloria Swanson
attending the Summer Session.
"HER GILDED CAGE"
One of the special attractions of the
"IN THE DAYS OF BUFFALO Boa."
Session will lie the group of Special
Sat. March 10-Tom Mix
Lecturers composed of some of the most
"DO AND DARE"
prominent educational men in the eastComedy-"Let 'er Run"
ern part of the country.: The group is
Mon. March 12-Jane Novak
composed of the following men: Frank
"THELMA"
E. Howard, Ph.D.. President of the
New England Association of College
Teachers of Education; Arne Kilda!,
Press Representaitile of the Foreign
Office of Norway; President Little of
the University; Josiah W. Taylor, State
Agent for Secondary Education. and A.
Fri. March 9-Double Feature
0. Thomas. Ph.D.. State Superintendent
Talmadge and Thomas Meighan
Norma
of Public Schools.
"FORBIDDEN CITY"
"BLUE :MOUNTAIN MYSTERYMaine Triumphs in New HampSaturday, March 10
shire Game
Charles Ray in
(Continued from Page One)
"TAILOR MADE MAN"
Berg made one long shot which drew
Monday. March 12
forth a round of applause from the
Wm. Duncan in
youth
lanky
tall,
a
rooters. Soderberg.
SILENT VOW"
"THE
succeeded
center
playing
Bangor,
from
playin tossing in five baskets. Holmes.
Wed. & Thurs. March 14-15
ing his last game for Maine as he is a
The
Catholic Art Asso. presents
advantage.
good
to
up
showed
setlit)r.
"THE
BLASPHEMER"
secHorsman received a bad fall in the
rest
minutes
ond half but after a few
came gamely back and played his usual
INDIAN BASKETS
game. Metcalf and Callahan starred
for the visitors.
Moccasins and souvenirs

X XI

STRAND THEATRE
Viola Dana-"LOVE IN THE
Sunshine Comedy

Pleasing Christmas gifts
George H. Hunt

Wi
-Ricke
Am

Tues. March 13-Constance Talma4
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES"
Hoot Gibson-"RIDIN' WILD"
Comedy

third
tout
witl
t, honors
Clas
•:1:1111pionship
.11.
.11e tourna
,.111 and
interest
..1 the

Wed. March 14
"THE SIN FLOOD"
Comedy

OLVAitiO

Summary:
N. H. STATE (24)
MAINE (35)
rb Stafford
Newell If 1
(1)
Fernald
lb
4....
Holmes rf
c McKinley
Soderberg c 5
c Wentworth I
Cahill c
rf Callahan 3
Horsman lb I.
If Roy
Woixibury lb
If Metcalf 5 (5)
Berg rb 2 (9)
Referee. Edwards of Colby: umpire.
Macomber of Colby.
Sm
Battery Candidates Report for
Practice
(Costumed from Page Ones

fERES
BAS1

ail

TRY SOME

Dartmouth
DIPPED DATES
Bt

1 tit Nt .k

Park's Variety

We want you to know that when 1:
need of a good lunch or dinner
you can not find a better
place than at the
ORIENTAL RESTAURANT
209 Exchange St., Bangor, Me
special attention given to parties desiring banquets, Chinese or Amer:
can dishes.

470 N. Main St., Old Town

.........

University of Maine. The new men for
this position are Plate, a prominent
freshman with remarkable speed. Lasky
comes to the University with a reputation obtained from summer baseball.
Crozier. Thompson and Perry are new
men with high school records which place
them with the list of good prospects.
With the veterans left for the other
positions. and the new men which are
striving hard every day to beat them out
for these places. Coach Clark expects to
see Bowdoin go down to defeat before
his Maine team in the first game between
the two college: on May 5, 1923.

mean denying the right of education to
riany properly qualified boys and girls
of the State.
It is hoped that the inspection of the
l•niver•ity by the Committee on Education %% ill convince them that Maine's
d• are real and crying ones and not
in any way a mere pretense for the purof raising appropriations. The
l',
exact future of the budget asked for is
entirely a matter of conjecture, but it is
to he hoped that the legislature will
awake to a realization of the needs of its
largest institution of higher education
.ind by voting favorably on the measure
establish a precedent which will continue
I e followed in succeeding years.

Resolutions Passed by Student
Council Senate
((ontinued from Page One)
These resolutions were referred to the
corresponding committees of the House.
and will be brought up for final discussion and vote at the next meeting.
The social committee brought up several resolutions concerning social events
on the campus, but these were referred
back to the committee for amendment.
A communication from President Little was read concerning the damages 6,
trees done by decorating committees. It
was voted that this matter be taken up
with the committee on administration.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Reunion in Bangor

-mMaine Alpha of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraterinity celebrated its twentyninth annual hentquet in the Penobscot
Exchange Hotel in Bangor on the evening of Feb. 24. There were 53 members present, including active members,
alumni, and delegates from other chapters. The toastmaster wtt, A. P. Wyman, Maine '07, who carried out his part
to perfection. There were speeches from
many of the old members and the visiting members as well as some from the
active members. The banquet was judged
has had
Mother---"Aren't you getting too big to be the best that the fraternity
graduthe
of
Several
time.
long
for a
play with the boys, Mary?'
chapter
the
at
days
few
a
spent
ates
Mary: "Si. Mother. The bigger I
house.
get the better 1 like them."

CAMPBELL'S Inc.
Successors to

S. L. Crosby Sporting Goods Co.
150 Exchange St., Bangor

GEORGE A. KING

M. C.
Fin. F. M.
was vi
•'.11 teams
the -.owe at
. 6-3 whicl
..11e teams %ve
the two
!hen on it wa
out Ili
The score
time was 17 z
cKechnie
1,1- the Buc
and Stevens
F. M. C. S. (
tirindle If
Lord rf 2 (4

Cushing lb 1.
McKechnie rt
Referee, Eci
ten-minute pe
"%ertime.
R. C. I
Ricker start
the St. Mary':
and th
lose tight. II
.1,ined to dis
"hots from a'
rage. The F
fa:t man in 1
,reat asset.
,
'Con tip

King's Ice Cream Parlor

Students 1

Shop for PURITY Ice Cream and Dainty Candies

DENNISON GOODS
Special discount on all
orders
Edwin 0. Hall
88 Central St.

Bangui-

•

University of Maine
The State University Maintained by
the State and General Government
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND St IENCES.-Major subjects in Biology.
Chemistry. Economics and Sociology, Education, English, French,
German. Greek Language and Literature, History, Latin, Mathematics and Astronomy. Psychology, Physics, and Spanish and
Italian. Special provisions for graduates of normal schools.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.-Curricula in Agricultural Education, Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Biology, Dairy Husbandry,
Forestry, Home Economics, Horticulture, Poultry Husbandry,
School Course in Agriculture (two years). Short winter courses.
Farmers' Week. Correspondence and lecture course. Demonstration work.
COLLEGE OF TECH NOLOGV.-Curricula in Chemical Engineering, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and
Mechanical Engineering.
MAINZ AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.-0ffices and principal laboratories in Orono; Experiment Farms in Monmouth and
Presque Isle.
GRADUATE COURSES leading to the Master's degree are offered
by the various colleges.
SUMMER Tux of six weeks (graduate and undergraduate
credit).
For catalog and circulars. address
THE REGISTRAR
ORONO, MAINE
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